
So Great Proffit: Unraveling the Hidden
History of Colonial Piracy and Its Enduring
Legacy
The annals of history have often overlooked the profound impact that piracy
has had on shaping the course of human civilization. While associated with
tales of swashbuckling adventurers and buried treasures, the true story of
piracy is far more complex and consequential.
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In his groundbreaking work, "So Great Proffit: How Colonial Piracy Made
the Modern World," Peter Redfield uncovers the hidden history of piracy
during the colonial era, revealing its pivotal role in the development of
international trade, modern warfare, and even the rise of democracy.

The Origins of Colonial Piracy

Colonial piracy emerged in the 17th and 18th centuries as European
powers established colonies around the world. The vast wealth generated
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by these colonies attracted a diverse array of raiders, from privateers
sanctioned by their governments to rogue freebooters operating outside the
law.

These pirates targeted merchant ships carrying valuable cargoes, such as
spices, gold, and slaves. They used a variety of tactics, including
ambushes, boarding actions, and even hostage-taking.

The Golden Age of Piracy

The Golden Age of Piracy, spanning roughly from 1690 to 1720, saw the
rise of legendary pirate captains such as Blackbeard, Captain Kidd, and
Edward Teach. During this period, piracy flourished in the Caribbean Sea,
the Indian Ocean, and along the coastlines of Africa.

Pirates operated with remarkable efficiency and discipline. They
established complex networks of supply and information, and they often
shared resources and information with each other.

The impact of Colonial Piracy

Contrary to popular belief, piracy did not simply disrupt trade. In fact, it
played a paradoxical role in facilitating the flow of goods and ideas across
vast distances.

By attacking merchant ships, pirates forced governments to provide better
protection for their commerce. This led to the development of navies and
coast guards, which in turn contributed to the growth of maritime trade and
the establishment of global trading networks.

Modern Warfare



Piracy also played a significant role in shaping the tactics and strategies of
modern warfare. Tactics such as boarding actions, hit-and-run raids, and
the use of smaller, faster vessels were all refined by pirates and later
adopted by navies around the world.

The Rise of Democracy

Perhaps surprisingly, piracy also had a positive influence on the
development of democracy. In the absence of effective government control,
pirates sometimes established their own egalitarian societies with
democratic elements.

These pirate communities, though often short-lived, challenged the
prevailing political norms of the time and provided a glimpse of alternative
forms of social organization.

Decline of Piracy

The Golden Age of Piracy came to an end in the early 18th century as
governments intensified their efforts to suppress piracy. New technologies,
such as improved warships and navigation aids, made it more difficult for
pirates to operate.

Furthermore, the establishment of standing navies and the development of
international agreements to combat piracy made it increasingly risky for
pirates to engage in their activities.

The Legacy of Piracy

While colonial piracy is often viewed as a fringe element of history, its
legacy continues to resonate today. The strategies and tactics developed



by pirates have had a lasting impact on modern warfare and the
development of navies.

Moreover, the challenge to authority and the pursuit of freedom embodied
by pirates continue to inspire people around the world. The stories of pirate
captains and their crews have been immortalized in literature, film, and
popular culture.

So Great Proffit is a meticulously researched and captivating narrative that
unveils the hidden history of colonial piracy. By exploring the origins,
strategies, and impact of piracy, Peter Redfield provides a fresh
perspective on a crucial period in world history.

Through its exploration of the paradoxes and complex legacies of piracy,
"So Great Proffit" challenges our understanding of the past and sheds light
on the enduring influence of this enigmatic chapter in human history.
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The Race to Control Cyberspace: Bill Gates's
Plan for a Digital Divide
Bill Gates has a vision for the future of the internet. In his book, The Road
Ahead, he argues that the internet will become increasingly important...

My 40 Year Career On Screen And Behind The
Camera
I've been working in the entertainment industry for over 40 years, and in
that time I've had the opportunity to work on both sides of the camera.
I've...
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